Date: 01 / 10 / 2019

AI Engineer Recruitment
AINovation INC.

1. Job type: Internship / Part-time / Full time.
Location: AINovation INC., 49-51 street 30B, Tran Nao, District 2, Ho Chi Minh City.
2. Contact: Dr. Nguyen Tan Trung, AI Lead, email: trung.nguyen@ainovation.com


If you are interested, please send an email, title “Application to AI Engineer Recruitment”,
with your detail CV to the contact.



If you do not have any response in 1 week, it means you do not match our requirements for this
position. We are happy to meet you in other positions.

3. Salary:


Internship: promote up to performance.



Part time / full time: negotiate.

4. Job Requirement:


Have background knowledge of IT and solid understanding of OOP.



Good problem solving and coding skills.



Familiar with (some of) popular deep learning models, such as VGG, ResNet, MobileNet,
Inception, etc. You are expected to know what transfer learning is and how to exploit an
ImageNet pretrained model.



Have experience with Python, TensorFlow / Pytorch, Scikit-learn.



Hands-on experience with Tensorflow Serving or Model Serving in PyTorch is a Big Big
Plus.



Computer vision experience is a plus: be familiar with OpenCV / Caffe / Fastai.



Maintain a high-quality robust codebase.



Active in research and apply new technologies.



Have good English skills.

What if you are a good candidate and don’t match the above requirements? Don’t worry, just drop us an
email with your CV attached, we will consider and/or try to match your skills with the other opening
positions.
5. Why should you join us?


Work with industrial experts.



Receive free training:
 Data Science and Artificial Intelligence from Senior Researchers and AI specialists of
AINovation INC. and AISIA research lab and their network.
 International Software Development Process from Senior software managers of NashTech
Vietnam, DWS Consulting Australia and their network.



Participate in practical projects.



Competitive benefit.



Pleasant working environment.



High quality infrastructure includes Lambdalabs Hyperplane Premium (nVidia DGX-1 specs):
Dual Xeon Gold 512GB ECC RAM with 8x (eight) Tesla V100 32GB GPUs on 8-way nvlink.
Mini AI Server with Two 2080Ti in SLI. Multiple Dell EMC R740 SAP servers etc.



Opportunity to become the core member of the AI team.

